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IMF8 - Eigth Irish Materials Forum Conference 
Engineered Materials 

Introduction - Opening Remarks 

S. Hampshire, Chairman 

This eighth conference of the Irish Materials Forum marks a decade i n 

the span of this series of conferences. In this decade Universities 

in both the North and South of Ireland have provided venues for 

meetings dealing with particular themes of materials development and 

application at which the younger generation of Irish engineers and 

materials specialists have had the opportunity to hear 

state- of- the-art findings from researchers in Ireland, Europe and even 
further afield. 

This is the first time that the conference has been held at University 

College, Dublin where Professor Seamus Timoney long had the dream of 

using ceramics in diesel engines. Seamus Timoney died in September 

1991 and so never lived to see the fulfilment of his life-work. That 

challenge has passed to a new generation of engineers respresented 

here today in this impressive new Engineering Bui ldi ng on the Belfield 

Campus. 

The Materials co-uni ty in Ireland goes f rom strength to strength with 

groups around t he country working on diverse t opics from metal matrix 

composites to coatings, from engineering ceramics to bio-glasses, from 

adhesives to polymer composites and from thin films to speciality 

analytical techniques for materials characterisation. I wish you all 

an enjoyable conference on the theme of "Engineered Materials" . 

14 September 1992. 


